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Accessories: Banding Options

Dyn-O-Ties
For securing round �exible duct to outlets, pipes or �ttings, you can do the 
job better, faster, and at low cost using DYN-O-TIES �exible duct ties. No 
tapes, no screws, no clamps. Position the �exible duct and slip a

DYN-O-TIE around the �exible duct over the joint. Draw tight with our 
ratchet action hand tool. A twist of the wrist completes the job by clipping 
o� the excess nylon tab for the neatness and most secure connection you 
could want.  DYN-O-TIES, when properly installed, provide secure, self-
extinguishing joints when connecting certain types of �exible duct listed by 
Underwriters Laboratories Inc., class 1.

This lightweight tool is commonly used to install most makes of nylon duct 
ties. It is easy to use and highly recommended by Duro Dyne to ensure a suit-
able tightness. Simply draw the tie tight with the gun and use the ratchet 
action of the tool. A push with the thumb completes the job by clipping o� 
the excess nylon tab for the neatest and most secure connection.

557 

558

$49.95

$0.95

30 metre Roll

Traction Part - Pack of 25 

Part #   Description Price

8248

8251

8322

8323

8229

$13.75

$15.00

$37.50

$72.50

300mm lt, Max Dia. 100mm

550mm lt, Max Dia. 200mm

900mm lt, Max Dia. 250mm

1200mm lt, Max Dia. 375mm

Dyno - Tie installation tool 

25

25

50

50

1

$0.55

$0.60

$0.75

$1.45

$45.50

DN12

DN24

DN36

DN48

Part # Ref. Description Qty Price/Pack Price/Each

MEZ Strip Steel Banding
     Another great innovation from MEZ that allows the installer to cut to any 
length accurately the desired diameter of Stainless Steel Band. 
     Tilt pull mechanism enables the strap to be adjusted to the desired 
diameter on the spot
     Since they are made of stainless Steel the chances of rusting is eliminated
     Can also be used for other purposes like strapping onto existing structures

     Nylon 66V2-275lbs
     Self-Extinguishing
     Fungus inert
     Normal Service temp range -4ºC to 85ºC

CT150

CT200

CT250

 $5.50

$8.50

$17.10

Cable Tie suits Max Diameter 150, Pack of 100

Cable Tie suits Max Diameter 200, Pack of 100

Cable Tie suits Max Diameter 250, Pack of 100

Part # Description Price/Pack

General Cable Ties

White is ideal for use with our pair-coil!
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“ The most secure way to secure Flexible duct to outlets” 
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Tape - adhesive 
insulating

Steel Banding
Code Description

VECBR300  S/Steel Strip Banding 9mm x 0.8mm x30m

VESU  Locking device (box of 50) for S/Steel Strip Banding

Steel Banding
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Code Part # Description

LV557 557 30 metre Roll

LV558 558 Traction Part
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Code Part 
#

Ref. Description Qty

LVDyTie12 8248 DN12 300mm It, Max Dia. 100mm 25

LVDyTie24 8251 DN24 550mm It, Max Dia. 200mm 25

LVDyTie36 8322 DN36 900mm It, Max Dia. 250mm 50

LVDyTie48 8323 DN48 1200mm It, Max Dia. 375mm 50

LVDT 8229 Dyno-Tie installation tool 1


